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WELCOME ADDRESSESWELCOME ADDRESSES

   Christos VASILAKOS
	 	 	 General	Secretary	for	Research	and		 	
	 	 	 Technology,		Greece

It is a distinguished honour and a pleasure for the General Secretariat for Research 

and Technology to host the 2nd International Conference on Research

Infrastructures (ICRI 2014), as one of the Greek Presidency Flagship Events,

organised in cooperation with the European Commission and the “Athena” 

Research and Innovation Center. Research Infrastructures are the backbone of

scientific communities both at the EU level and worldwide, playing as such a 

continuously increasing role in the advancement of Knowledge, Technology and 

Innovation and their exploitation. At the same time, the fact that ICRI 2014

coincides with the completion of the new Greek Research Infrastructures Roadmap 

for 2014-2020 provides for an excellent opportunity to demonstrate that

Innovation is the main tool for Growth, especially amidst the present economic 

crisis, and to illustrate the important role that R&D&I work in the context of global 

Research Infrastructures plays in this process. We should always bear in mind that 

the ESFRI Infrastructures are not only European but also of International relevance.
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WELCOME ADDRESSESWELCOME ADDRESSES

   Yannis IOANNIDIS
	 	 	

   

   	 	 	
	 	 	

Welcome to the 2nd International Conference on Research Infrastructures (ICRI), 
held in Athens, Greece, 2-4 April 2014, under the auspices of the Greek
Presidency of the European Council and co-organized by the General Secretariat 
of Research and Technology of Greece, the “Athena” Research and Innovation 
Center, and the European Commission!

Following six successful meetings in the European context, as of two years ago 
the ICRI series has expanded its geographic scope to all regions of the world.
It is an established and prestigious forum for the exchange of the latest
developments, best practices, critical experiences, and future plans on all forms 
of research infrastructures globally. It provides unique opportunities for
government leaders, policy makers, infrastructure directors, researchers, and 
practitioners to identify new and existing challenges and opportunities and 
explore new ideas, policies, methods, techniques, and tools with colleagues from 
around the globe. 

The conference is honored by the presence of a Commissioner of the European 
Union, two Ministers of the Greek Government, and one Minister of Italy. Máire 
Geoghegan-Quinn, EU Commissioner of Research, Innovation and Science,
Konstantinos Arvanitopoulos, Greek Minster of Education and Religious
Affairs, Kostis Chatzidakis, Greek Minister of Development & Competitiveness, 
and Stefania Giannini, Italian Minister of Education, Universities and Research 
deliver inspiring speeches on the impact and future of research infrastructures, 
while Neelie Kroes, EU Commission Vice-President responsible for Digital
Agenda, addresses the participants in a video message. 

Octavi QUINTANA-TRIAS
Principal	Adviser,	Directorate-General	for	Research	&	
Innovation	(RTD),	European	Commission

President	and	General	Director,	
“Athena”	Research	and	Innovation	Center,	Greece
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Furthermore, Christos Vasilakos, Greek General Secretary of Research and
Technology, Robert Jan Smits, EU Commission Director General of Research and 
Innovation, Cristina Gutiérrez-Cortines, Member of the European Parliament, and 
other dignitaries from around the world give significant messages on the next 
steps planned in the path towards global research infrastructures.

With a main theme of “Research Infrastructures for Global Challenges”, the 
conference program includes keynote speeches and panel debates on several 
critical horizontal issues such as research infrastructure governance, innovation 
potential of research infrastructure, and data management. Moreover, focused 
presentations on research infrastructures related to the themes of marine
environment, cultural heritage, and food security, as well as on e-infrastructures, 
give the opportunity to the conference delegates to elaborate on relevant
developments in these areas.

We would like to thank all speakers and panelists, whose presentations are
instrumental in creating an exciting conference program. Our gratitude also 
goes to the session chairs and rapporteurs, to all members of the program,
organizing, and communication committees, as well as to all other professionals 
and volunteers, whose efforts have brought to the research infrastructure
community a conference of very high quality.

President	and	General	Director,	
“Athena”	Research	and	Innovation	Center,	Greece
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THE VENUE:
MEGARON ATHENS CONFERENCE CENTER
THE VENUE:
MEGARON ATHENS CONFERENCE CENTER

The conference takes place at Megaron Athens International Conference Centre (MAICC). 
MAICC is situated right in the heart of Athens and is easily accessible by metro, bus, taxi and bus. It is also located within 
walking distance from major 5*, 4* & 3* hotels.

HOW TO REACH THE VENUE 
 
Address: 
Megaron Athens International Conference Centre
Vass. Sofias & Kokkali, 115 21 Athens, Greece
Website: http://www.icri2014.eu/coordinates and www.maicc.gr 
E-mail: maicc@megaron.gr  
The MAICC entrance is on the left from the main entrance of the Megaron Athens Concert Hall
(coordinates 37°58’49.49”N 23°45’15.22”E). 
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 By taxi

Taxis are located outside the entrance of Athens International Airport
An average journey by taxi from the airport to the city centre should take approximately 40 minutes and costs about 
€35,00. During night (00:00-05:00) it costs €50,00 (tel: +30 210-645-7000, +30 210-994-3000, +30 210-645-9000)

 By Bus

The express bus line X95 (Syntagma - International Airport) serves the Athens city centre. A ticket for the airport ex-
press line costs €5. Buses leave every 15’ from 05:30-22:30 and every 30’ during the remaining hours. Travel time varies 
with traffic, but normally it should be around 45 minutes to 1 hour (after 22:00, it is usually much faster).

 By Metro

Metro line 3 (blue line) runs every 30 minutes from the airport and the trip to the “Megaron Moussikis” station takes 
approximately 30 minutes. Please visit the Athens Metro website for detailed information at www.ametro.gr
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USEFUL INFORMATION
REGISTRATION HOURS

EXHIBITION HOURS:  RESEARCH  INFRASTRUCTURES & STAKEHOLDERS,
RESEARCH & ART 

CONTACTS & EMERGENCIES

 

PRESS & SPEAKERS’ LOUNGE

During Conference hours, the Press & Speakers’ Lounge (see floor plan on page 12) will be available to all speakers so 
that they may submit final versions of their presentations (if they need to). The lounge is also the right place for the 
speakers and panelists of each session to have brief meetings with chairs and rapporteurs. 

It is also the area where Press & Media representatives will be welcomed and briefed, and interviews and discussions 
between speakers and journalists may be hosted.

Wednesday, 2 April 2014 08:00 - 19:00
Thursday, 3 April 2014 08:00 - 18:00
Friday, 4 April 2014 08:00 - 10:00

Wednesday, 2 April 2014 12:00 - 20:30
Thursday, 3 April 2014 09:00 - 18:30
Friday, 4 April 2014 09:00 - 14:00

ICRI 2014 Secretariat during Conference Hours +30 210 728-2651

Police: 100
Ambulance: 166
Medical Emergency: 112
Fire Brigade: 199
Coast Guard: 108
Tourist Police 171
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Wednesday, 2 April 2014

SOCIAL EVENTS

Balux Prive,  Asteria Glyfadas

On the beach front premises of Asteria Glyfadas, where the sun blazes in the sea like on an exotic island, there is Balux 
Prive, an indoor and outdoor space ideal for escaping from the daily tension and enjoying cocktails and food.
The sense of exotic combined with the sea composes an appropriate image for a special event at an idyllic atmosphere, 
enjoying cocktails and unique flavors literally on the seashore.
  
For more information visit www.greatreceptions.gr 
or contact the Event Management Desk at +30 210-894-1620

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES AND CULTURAL VISITS (participants’ own cost)

After the end of the conference, trips will be organized to Research Infrastructures, research exhibitions and cultural
visits (Acropolis Museum). Buses will be organized to the above venues, subject to sufficient participation. You can
sign up at icri2014@era.gr or at the registration desk (latest Thursday, 3 April, 18:00); you would need to pay in advance. 
The cost will depend on participation and will be in the range of 15-25 Euros per person (for transfer and, in the case of 
the Acropolis Museum, for entrance, guide and headset). 

*Subject to sufficient participation 

Duration Event Location
15:00 - 18:00 Acropolis Museum - RI Demos* Acropolis
15:00 - 18:00 Old National Observatory of Athens* Thisseion
15:00 - 19:00 New National Observatory of Athens*  Penteli (Suburbs)
15:00 - 18:00 “Demokritos” Research Center* Ag. Paraskevi

Duration Event Location
19:20 - 20:30 Welcome Cocktail N. Skalkotas Foyer

Duration Event Location
19:30 - 20:00 Research & Art Exhibition Award Ceremony Balux Prive  

Leoforos Poseidonos 58
20:00 Official ICRI 2014 Dinner Glyfada (Athens Riviera)

Τhursday, 3 April 2014
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CONFERENCE  FLOOR PLANS
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ICRI 2014 AT A GLANCE
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Exhibition of Research Infrastructures Projects 
and Organisations
ICRI 2014 features a vibrant Exhibition Area to allow the conference delegates to share and network. It hosts 26 booths 
where Research Infrastructures, Organisations, Initiatives and other major European and international stakeholders will 
present their achievements in an interactive and challenging way: videos, demos, live links and more. The main objec-
tives are:

• offer the opportunity to conference participants to learn about the achievements of specific Research Infrastruc 
 tures and about European and international initiatives; and to spot trends and new ideas as exemplified by Re  
 search Infrastructure showcases,
• provide exhibitors with a live demonstration area that will help pitch achievements to journalists, funders and  
 other interested parties,
• allow for an additional networking area,
• motivate Research Infrastructures to create effective communication material and generally enhance their com 
 munication activities,
• enable interactions between the public and private sectors for the development of Research Infrastructures.

Stakeholders Exhibition Area – Banquet Level
Exhibitor’s name Booth #
European Commission A
ESFRI B
e-IRG B
Research Infrastructures National Contact Points Network G
Russian Federation Delegation D
South African Delegation E
Greek Presidency – General Secretariat for Reseach & Technology 
“Athena” Research  and Innovation Center

C

Greek Research & Technology Network (Sponsor) F
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List of Exhibitors
Advanced Exhibition Area – N.Skalkotas Level 
Exhibitor’s name Booth #
ALLS – Advanced  Laser Light Source 20
AMMRF – Australian  Microscopy and Microanalysis Research Facility 10
AnaEE – Analysis and Experimentation on Ecosystems 2
BioNMR – Nuclear Magnetic Resonance for structural biology 17
CENDARI – Collaborative European Digital Archive Infrastructure 6
CENIEH – Centro Nacional de Investigación sobre la Evolución Humana 5
CHAIN REDS – Co-ordination & Harmonisation of Advanced Infrastructures for Re-
search and Education Data Sharing

14

CIEMAT/SFERA II – Solar Facilities for the European Research Area 1
DRIHM – Distributed Research Infrastructure for Hydro-Meteorology 4
ELCIRA – Europe Latin America Collaborative e-Infrastructure for Research Activities 14
ELI – Extreme Light Infrastructure 18
EMSO – European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water column Observatory 2
ENGAGE – An Infrastructure for Open, Linked Governmental Data Provision towards 
Research Communities and Citizens

15

EPOS – European Plate Observing System 2
ESPAS – Near Earth Space Data Infrastructure for e-Science 3
ESS – European Social Survey 6
EU-SOLARIS – Concentrating Solar Thermal technologies by the European Research 
Centres

1

GEANT – The pan-European research and education network 11
HUMAN BRAIN PROJECT – Simulation of the complete human brain on supercomputers 9
INTERNATIONAL DESKTOP GRID FEDERATION 13
NEUGRID - A grid-based e-Infrastructure for data archiving/ communication and com-
putationally intensive applications in the medical sciences

7

OPENAIRE – Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe 15
PANalytical – The analytical X-ray company 16
PRACE - Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe 12
PSI - Paul Scherrer Institute 19
SKA Telescope – Square Kilometer Array 8
VISIONAIR – VISION Advanced Infrastructure for Research 13
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Exhibitors’ Information
Stakeholders Exhibition Area – Banquet Level

European Commission  Booth Α
European Research Infrastructures, including e-infrastructures, are instrumental in 
achieving the goals of the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclu-
sive growth. The European Commission supports the structuring of the Research 
Infrastructure landscape in Europe and the optimisation of its use by researchers all 
over Europe and beyond. The European Commission facilitates the development 
of world-class research infrastructure and continuously reinforces the international 
cooperation in this field in order to better address the global societal challenges. 
Research Infrastructures provide research opportunities and services to all priorities 
defined in the European research and innovation programme Horizon 2020. The 
indicative budget of the European Research Infrastructures, including e-infrastruc-
tures part of the Horizon 2020 programme amounts to 2.5 billion euro.

http://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures  

ESFRI   Booth B
The mission of ESFRI is to support a coherent and strategy-led approach to policy-making 
on research infrastructures in Europe, and to facilitate multilateral initiatives leading to the 
better use and development of research infrastructures, at EU and international level.  It is 
a strategic instrument to develop the scientific integration of Europe and to strengthen 
its international outreach.  The ESFRI delegates are nominated by the Research Ministers 
of the Member States and Associated Countries, and the Forum has one representative 
from the European Commission.

http://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg=esfri 

e-IRG  Booth B
The mission of the e-Infrastructure Reflection Group (e-IRG) is to pave the way 
towards a general-purpose European e-Infrastructure.
The vision for the future is an open e-Infrastructure enabling flexible cooperation 
and optimal use of all electronically available resources.
The e-Infrastructure Reflection Group consists of official government delegates 
from all the EU countries.
The e-IRG produces white papers, roadmaps and recommendations.

http://www.e-irg.eu  
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Exhibitors’ Info
Stakeholders Exhibition Area – Banquet Level

Greek Presidency – General Secretariat
for Research and Technology
“Athena” Research and Innovation Center    
 Booth C
GSRT, develops a new, visionary National Strategy for Research and Innovation, 
that will build on the competitive advantage of Greece in certain research areas 
at the European and international level and will maximize its potential, through 
R&D investment on strategic, national priority areas, and will foster innovation and 
entrepreneurship. The National Roadmap for Research Infrastructures, currently
being drafted, is closely linked to the aforementioned strategy and will capitalize 
on excellent and competitivepillars of the Research & Innovation ecosystem and 
will aim to radicallytransform the country’s knowledge intensive economy.

Research installations related to infrastructures of Research Centers supervised
by GSRT will be presented at the Greek Booth in ICRI 2014.

The ways in which all human endeavours will be affected by society’s “digital
transformation” are still far from being understood and fully grasped.
This transformation also concerns numerous actors outside the sphere of research. 
The fundamental role of Athena RC is to build knowledge and devise solutions and 
technologies for the digital society. As a result, the added value of Athena RC lies in 
its ability to accentuate and accelerate the scientific, technological, economic and 
societal impacts of research in the informatics field.

www.gr2014.eu, www.gsrt.gr, www.athena-innovation.gr  
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Research Infrastructures National
Contact Points  Booth G
The Network of National Contact Points for the Research Infrastructures
programme (RIs NCPs) provides value-added services that facilitate transnational 
cooperation of NCPs, promoting the effective implementation of the RI
programme, highlighting opportunities offered by Research Infrastructures - at 
the European and international level - and their impact on e-Science.
The Network develops observatory functions for EC and national Research 
Infrastructures policies, programmes and initiatives, supported by an efficient 
dialogue scheme for RI NCPs with the RI ecosystem and a sustainable and
comprehensive RI Knowledge Repository.

http://www.euroris-net.eu/  
 

Russian Federation Delegation   Booth D
The Russian Federation booth is coordinated by the Ministry of Education and
Science, with emphasis on the research infrastructures-mega science projects that 
are being devolved in the Russian Federation. There are several companies – initia-
tors of the mega-science projects (such as PIK, IGNITOR nuclear-fusion tokamak, 
NICA, Super-Tau-Charm Factory) that will be represented in the booth. Material and 
reports will be organized at our stand. 

http://eng.mon.gov.ru/  

South Africa Delegation   Booth E
The booth will showcase South Africa’s commitment to invest in research
infrastructures, for the advancement of its national research and innovation
programmes but also for international cooperation in science and technology. 
The booth will disseminate information on South Africa’s flagship national research 
infrastructures, chief of which is the MeerKAT radio telescope, a precursor to the 
Square Kilometre Array, the world’s largest radio telescope.

http://www.dst.gov.za  
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Greek Research and Technology Network
(Platinum Sponsors)   Booth F
GRNET provides Internet connectivity, high-quality e-Infrastructures and advanced
services to the Greek Educational, Academic & Research community. The GRNET
backbone interconnects more than 100 institutions, including all universities and many 
technical and research institutes, as well as the public Greek School Network with speeds 
up to 10Gbps, through its high-speed, high-capacity infrastructure of long-term leased
fiber that spans across the entire country. The GRNET network is present in global
networking for research and education, representing Greece in the Pan-European 
network GÉANT with 40 million potential users, and it is an active member of all related 
international organizations. 

GRNET offers pioneering computing services to its members, academic institutes and 
researchers, and it is a key supercomputing player in South East Europe, developing a 
large (>100TFlops) HPC facility for researchers, in the context of the PRACE pan European 
research infrastructure. GRNET also offers VPS services to its members, universities and 
research centers, file storage services to organizations and end-users and advanced grid 
services to the scientific community, through its modern datacenters.

GRNET coordinates a series of initiatives aimed at creating e-infrastructures and services 
that can facilitate organizing, describing and promoting digital content. These actions 
contribute to the vision of creating a virtual horizontal infrastructure of digital
repositories, which is available from universities, research centers, museums, libraries and 
other institutions and facilitates the preservation, sharing and exploitation of digital
content by businesses and the society.

www.grnet.gr 
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Exhibitors’ Information
Advanced Exhibition Area - N.Skalkotas Level

ALLS - Advanced Laser Light Source     Booth 20
The Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) is a user-facility located in Montréal (Can-
ada) providing a variety of intense ultrafast laser sources. The facility, representing 
an investment of >20 M$, consists of two main laser beamlines: 1) a high-intensity 
laser beamline (200 TW, 5 J in 25 fs, 10 Hz) generating on target intensities of 1020 
W/cm2 and 2) a high-repetition rate beamlines (300/100/4 mJ, 10Hz/100 Hz/2.5 
kHz, 25 fs) equipped with frequency conversion devices. The booth will show 
details about the infrastructure, the importance of lasers in the daily life and how 
laser function.

http://lmn.emt.inrs.ca/EN/ALLS.htm

AMMRF Booth 10
100,000 people used our online tools in 2013 – find out why at our live demon-
stration. The Australian Microscopy & Microanalysis Research Facility (AMMRF) is a 
network of equipment, instrumentation and expertise. We provide essential infra-
structure for the characterisation of materials at the micro, nano and atomic scales. 
Our collaborative research infrastructure contributes to Australian knowledge, 
innovation and growth by enabling discovery in fields from health-care to agricul-
ture, engineering to archaeology.  Watch our exhibition video and learn about the 
globally connected research infrastructure of the AMMRF.

www.ammrf.org.au 

AnaEE Booth 2
AnaEE will be present at the ICRI 2014 Exhibition, showcasing its goals and 
achievements as the infrastructure for experimentation on ecosystems, food 
security and climate par excellence. This will include a poster, brochures and other 
materials, as well as a short presentation of some of the key aims and future sites 
for this crucial ESFRI research infrastructure project that currently brings together 
partners from 10 countries across Europe, and aims to being even more under one 
roof as we move into the construction phase.

www.anaee.com 
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Bio-NMR  Booth 17
The Bio-NMR booth will demonstrate live the remote operation of a high field NMR 
Spectrometer, show how 3D protein structures are obtained from NMR data and 
give a live demonstration of metabolomic profiling for personalized medicine us-
ing NMR data. Important goals, results and fields of applications in biological NMR 
will be clarified for specialists and general public using high quality 3D animated 
videos.

http://www.bio-nmr.net/ 

CENDARI  Booth 6
The CENDARI project is developing a pilot research infrastructure for use by histo-
rians within two pilot areas - World War 1 (WW1) and Medieval European History. 
The RI leverages existing digital and analogue archival resources and provides digi-
tal tools for the aggregation, interrogation and visualisation of historical data and 
resources. The CENDARI team has developed a prototype Note-Taking Environment 
based on a User Scenario from the WW1 pilot area, which forms part of a larger Vir-
tual Research Environment (VRE). The note-taking environment allows a researcher 
to store, organise and search data as well as annotating, creating and visualising 
the data within a personalised data-space. The prototype also demonstrates a pub-
lic data-space for collaborating with colleagues and the wider research community.  

www.cendari.eu 

CENIEH  Booth 5
CENIEH – Centro Nacional de Investigación sobre la Evolución Humana – will pres-
ent itself by means of a short video, plus several posters about its Research Infra-
structure and examples of the research work made possible by it, including: Virtual 
Palaeoanthropology, Collections Restoration & Conservation, Digital Mapping & 3D 
Analysis lab, and its unique Geochronology labs.

www.cenieh.es 
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Exhibitors’ Info
Advanced Exhibition Area - N.Skalkotas Level

CHAIN REDS   Booth 14
CHAIN-REDS is a FP7 project co-funded by the European Commission (DG CON-
NECT) aiming at promoting and supporting technological and scientific collabora-
tion across different e-Infrastructures established and operated in various conti-
nents, in order to define a path towards a global e-Infrastructure ecosystem that 
will allow Virtual Research Communities (VRCs), research groups and even single 
researchers to access and efficiently use worldwide distributed resources (i.e., com-
puting, storage, data, services, tools, applications).

www.chain-project.eu 

CIEMAT/SFERA II   Booth 11
SFERA provides support for researchers to access for free some of the largest set of concen-
trating solar Research Infrastructures across Europe (PSA-CIEMAT, PROMES-CNRS, PSI, ENEA, 
CIESOL). These five infrastructures will be presented to you at the conference through inno-
vative communication channels. Live onsite experiments will be presented, USB keys will be 
distributed to present our results, videos of the infrastructures will be shown, brochures and 
leaflets will be available. We are looking forward to seeing you on our booth.

http://sfera2.sollab.eu/ 

DRIHM    Booth 4
The proposed booth will use the results, demos and videos produced by DRIHM 
project and some of its associated initiatives as a way to present a vision of an inte-
grated earth modeling and data system, combining top-level computing and data 
resources to address a broad range of challenges related to environment, econom-
ics and different aspects of societal security. A survey will be conducted to collect 
comments and ideas about future activities, both ones related to broader use of 
DRIHM solution, as well as ones generalising the approach used in developing it

www.drihm.eu 

ELCIRA  Booth 14
ELCIRA Project works to provide an interoperability framework that facilitates the work of the 
European-Latin American research teams in order to foster collaboration in joint research 
projects. In a booth shared with CHAIN-REDS, ELCIRA will feature videos of collaborative virtual 
tools, online and offline demos and visual material about Identity Federations and the devel-
opment of eduroam in the Latin American National Research and Education Networks.

http://elcira.eu/ 

reds

Europe Latin America 
Collaborative e-Infrastructure 
for Research Activities
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ELI  Booth 18
In the booth we will give an update of the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI). ELI is a new 
Research Infrastructure of pan-European interest and part of the European ESFRI Road-
map. It is a laser facility that aims to host some of the most intense lasers world-wide for 
develop new interdisciplinary research opportunities, and make them available to an 
international scientific user community. The booth will give details about the infrastructure 
(representing an investment volume exceeding 850 Mio. Euro) and show the advance-
ment of the implementation of the facility in three sites which are located in the Czech 
Republic, Hungary and Romania.

http://www.eli-alps.hu/, www.eli-laser.eu 
 

EMSO B ooth 2
The European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and water-column Observatory is a large scale, 
distributed, marine Research Infrastructure consisting of ocean observation systems 
for long term monitoring of environmental processes. Continuous monitoring of the 
deep ocean is a highly challenging goal that can be compared with the exploration of 
outer space. One must be able to accommodate in a single infrastructure a multitude 
of scientific objectives addressing a very large and diverse user community  

www.emso-eu.org 

EPOS  Booth 15
EPOS (European Plate Observing System) is a long term integration plan of Research 
Infrastructures for solid Earth Science in Europe. EPOS is promoting and making 
possible innovative approaches for a better understanding of processes controlling 
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, surface dynamics and tectonics. EPOS will 
develop new concepts and tools to better address the grand challenges in solid Earth 
Science by answering to the questions (including geo-hazards and geo-resources) 
relevant to the environment and human welfare. (www.epos-eu.org)

www.epos-eu.org 

ESPAS  Booth 2
The aim of ESPAS platform is to facilitate the access to data from the near-Earth space envi-
ronment. ESPAS envisages creating a one-stop shop for researchers and users of research 
results who wish to exploit multi-instrument multi-point science data for analysis, model 
building, data assimilation into models, model-observation comparison, space environment 
nowcast and forecast, to name just a few. Through a well designed set of networking and 
service activities ESPAS aims at bringing together disparate but interrelated communities on 
Space Weather, Space Climate, Space Physics, Geophysics, Space Communications, Satellite 
Operations, Navigation and Surveillance and Aviation Security. Through this exhibition the 
ESPAS group will give a live demonstration of the current version of the GUI, to allow ICRI2014 
participants to get a clearer view of what this RIs is doing and how, and to discuss ideas and 
collaborations based on more hands-on material, showcases and proposals.

http://www.espas-fp7.eu
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Exhibitors’ Info
Advanced Exhibition Area - N.Skalkotas Level

ESS ERIC   Booth 3
The European Social Survey (ESS) ERIC stand will provide an opportunity for ICRI 
delegates to see some of the key ESS results.  The ESS Topline Results series, which 
presents key findings from the survey on topics ranging from Europeans’ trust in 
justice to their attitudes to welfare, will be available, as will the ESS Exploring public 
attitudes, informing public policy booklet series.  A video about the European Social 
Survey will be shown at times throughout the exhibition. The booth will be staffed 
by a staff member from ESS ERIC Headquarters who can answer questions about 
the survey and the ERIC process.

www.europeansocialsurvey.org 

EU-SOLARIS   Booth 1
EU-SOLARIS aims to create a new legal entity to explore and implement new and 
improved rules and procedures for Research Infrastructures (RI) for Concentrat-
ing Solar Thermal (CST) and Solar Chemistry technologies, in order to optimise RI 
development and Research and Technology Development (RTD) coordination. 
EU-SOLARIS is expected to be the first of its kind, where industrial needs will play a 
significant role and private funding will complement public funding.

www.eusolaris.eu 

GÉANT  Booth 11
GÉANT – the pan-European R&E data infrastructure delivering the network and tools 
to empower Research Infrastructure’s in their discovery and innovation.
GÉANT will offer visitors a compelling mix of graphics and video presentations to 
showcase the GÉANT network, services, innovation and benefits to users, Research 
Infrastructure’s and the contribution to Europe’s societal challenges and competitive-
ness.

www.geant.net 
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Human Brain Project   Booth 9
With over 80 institutions, more than 20 countries, 3 research areas and 13 sub-
projects – the Human Brain Project, which began on October 1, 2013, is one of 
the European Union’s two FET Flagship Programmes – one billion euro, ten-year 
projects addressing fundamental scientific challenges with a potentially very large 
social and economic impact.  In the first two and a half years, the project will design, 
build and begin to operate a completely new ICT infrastructure for neuroscience, 
and for brain-related research in computing and medicine.  Six tightly integrated ICT 
platforms will offer state of the art services in Neuroinformatics, Brain Simulation, 
High Performance Computing, Medical Informatics, Neuromorphic Computing and 
Neurorobotics.
Starting in March 2016, the project will open its platforms to the world scientific 
community, catalyzing a global collaborative effort to reach a unified understanding 
of the human brain and its diseases and, ultimately, to emulate its computational 
capabilities.

www.humanbrainproject.eu 

International Desktop Grid Federation   Booth 13
Cloud-in-a-Briefcase: XtreemFS Cloud file system portable demo served with Rasp-
berry Pis Crowd computing Live: links with scientific users showing how donated 
computing power is used for scientific research applications Live “Killer Queen” 
applications: WeNMR, BioVEL, DIRAC running on the IDGF infrastructure Big Buck 
Bunny distributed rendering showcase And now it’s up to you: How can you start 
giving science a helping hand by donating your unused computing time?
 
http://desktopgridfederation.org 

NEUGRID   Booth 7
N4U will showcase its online scientific market place and virtual lab environment 
supporting neuroscientists in developing, testing and validating new imaging bio-
markers at large scale.

www.neugrid4you.eu

OPENAire        Booth 15
CENIEH – Centro Nacional de Investigación sobre la Evolución Humana – will pres-
ent Research. Shared. Linked. Open.  Do you believe that the results of publically 
funded research should be openly available for all to access? Does linking publica-
tions to underlying research data seem valuable? Does measuring impact in fund-
ing streams make sense?  If so, then come and check out how the EC implements 
supports open science and open access via a large, robust, 24x7 e-infrastructure: 
www.openaire.eu
Gathering together Europe’s vast corpus of research output from a range of data 
sources.  It’s all about Science. Open. Free. Reusable.

www.openaire.eu
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Exhibitors’ Info
Advanced Exhibition Area - N.Skalkotas Level

PANalytical   Booth 16
PANalytical is the world leader in X-ray analysis systems – with the world’s largest in-
stalled base, an extensive product range and an unrivaled sales and service network. We 
are able to offer you cutting-edge and comprehensive insight, knowledge and tools as 
you strive to improve process and quality control and to improve materials research. At 
our booth you can meet our representatives and discuss with them the opportunities 
that x-ray analysis techniques bring to scientific and industrial world. Get insight!

www.panalytical.com  

PRACE   Booth 12
Come to the PRACE booth to learn about Europe’s world-class supercomputers and 
the scientific and industrial advancements that they make possible. Grab a copy of 
the latest edition of the PRACE Digest, which once again features high-level articles 
about HPC usage in science and research. Browse the training offer of the PRACE 
Advanced Training Centres. You are invited to “Shooting Stars” with us!

http://www.prace-ri.eu 

PSI   Booth 19
The Paul Scherrer Institute PSI is the largest research institute in Switzerland. It runs 
cutting-edge large-scale research facilities for users from the national and internation-
al scientific community, giving them the opportunity to carry out experiments that 
are not possible anywhere else. In 2016 a new large-scale facility will go into operation 
– the X-ray free-electron laser SwissFEL. As one of only five such facilities worldwide, it 
will provide new opportunities for cutting-edge research.

www.psi.ch 
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SKA Telescope   Booth 8
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international effort to build the world’s 
largest radio telescope, under the leadership of the SKA Organisation. The SKA will consist 
of hundreds of thousands of telescopes connected together and spread across Africa and 
Australia. Already, powerful prototypes – science machines in their own right – are being 
built in South Africa and Western Australia. At our stand you will find information material 
and multimedia content to explain the project in further detail. We will also offer a unique 
opportunity to connect with the teams working on the SKA prototype telescopes at the 
SKA sites in Western Australia and South Africa via a live video link, to allow delegates to see 
and learn about the progress on the sites first-hand. These live sessions will take place dur-
ing morning coffee break and lunch time in the presence of the SKA Organisation Director 
General, Professor Philip Diamond. 

www.skatelescope.org

VISIONAIR   Booth 13
You make research in any domain. You expect high level visualization: you expect to 
us a 3D immersive cave, Ultrahigh Definition devices, Augrmented reality solutions, 
Holographic devices. VISIONAIR is hosting you within one of our 29 facilities spread in 
12 European countries (free of charge). The Booth will be the opportunity to discuss 
your potential project, to illustrate the projects we already completed, to discover our 
facilities, and to discuss the conditions to apply a project within VISIONAIR permanent 
call.
 
www.infra-visionair.eu 
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“Research & Art” Competition
and Exhibition
The “Research and Art” competition and exhibition project was an

initiative of the “Athena” Research and Innovation Center in the context 

of the 2nd International Conference on Research Infrastructures held at 

the Megaron International Conference Centre in Athens, 2-4 April 2014. 

Approximately 420 submissions were received, out of which a three-

member committee selected 53 works (17 photographs, 31 paintings / 

works on paper and 3 video art works) exhibited at the

Megaron, during ICRI 2014. Among the successful

submissions, the selection committee further chose nine works worthy 

of distinction as well as the one work deserving the first prize of the 

whole “Research and Art” competition and exhibition.

DIMITRIS TRAGKAS
Occurrence 7, 2009, graphite on paper,150 x 150 cm

THALEIA GATZOULI
Untitled, 2013, Oil on paper, 59 x 64 cm
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Research and Art:
An Unannounced
Meeting Point

Why do the eyes of an artist stop to gaze upon an image

derived straight from the field of science? What is it that 

makes a researcher suddenly look at his findings in the light 

of an artistic quest? Is there truly an intersection between the 

world of art and the world of research? What makes legitimate 

the crossing of the dividing lines?

ANNA DUMITRIU 
Becoming Resistant: MSSA to MRSA, 2012
Bacterial pigments (sterilised), dyes, antibacterial 
substances and stitch on calico, 59 x 46 cm 

CHRISTOS ZERVAS Fly Flight Muscles, 2010

CONSTANTINOS DALDAKIS
Old Eye Young Mouth, 2014
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MAGDA SIAMKOURI
Untitled, 2012, ink on canvas, 103 x 167 cm

KONSTANTINOS
PAPAMICHALOPOULOS 
Self-portrait as The Jap, 2013 etching, ink and 
egg-tempera on paper, 29 x 21 cm

MARINA KARAEVANGELOU
The Titan Acorn Barnacle, Megabalanus Coccopoma, 2013

Art has always shown an interest in science: from Renaissance 

art and Leonardo da Vinci with his studies in physics; 19th 

century art nouveau with its influence from shapes and

colours emerging from biology and the invention of the 

microscope; 20th century art with the Surrealists seduced by 

Freud and psychiatry; the acclaimed James Turrell

working with the optical illusions of light; the young Chinese 

WU Juehui dealing with the visual aspects of neuroscience. 

Artists worldwide have long detected in research and science 

formal stimuli which give new perspectives to their work. 

Nevertheless, partly due to the rapid development of digital 

technology, the creative approach to art by scientists and 

researchers has proven exceptionally fruitful during recent 

years. However, this is not true when this approach has merely 

isolated or reproduced images amply met in the course of a 

scientific trajectory. Science is allowed to dwell in the domain 

of art when it manages to provide aesthetic insight into what 

the scientific eye comes across; to offer a glimpse of the traces 

of creativity where it is not expected; borrowing the artistic 

idiom, to bring out unforeseen dimensions of the external 

reality it investigates. 
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Artists do not pretend to be scientists and scientists do not 

play the part of artists. In the present coexistence of artists 

and researchers, art has been called to look into the world of 

science and science to walk along the pathways of art. Exam-

ining the works on display here, it is clear that, on both sides, 

specific obsessions created different starting points and goals, 

which led to different results. However, what has been sought 

as common to all is a reaching out to a poetic transformation 

of the object depicted or the image captured; a pursuit of 

aesthetic emotion beyond the apparently perceivable.

When science reaches its highest levels, it ceases to

function according to the dictates of logic and moves

towards the realm of intuition. When art delves deep into the 

intrinsic discipline responsible for its very existence, it borders 

on a spiritual reasoning. Then science and art have met,

as naturally and as strangely as a body carries its own soul. 

Elizabeth Plessa

Curator of the “Research and Art” Exhibition

 

ENRICO TEALDI
Mirror, 2014, mixed media on paper,
wood and glass, 28 x 20 cm

IAKOVOS ZANETTIS 
Binary Exercising, 2014

EXHIBITION CONTRIBUTORS
Curator: Elizabeth Plessa
Selection Committee: Elizabeth Plessa, Platon Rivellis, Giorgos Rorris
Coordination: Anastasios Patrikakos, Eleni Sotiropoulou (“Athena” Research  
   and Innovation Center)
Architectural consultant: Tzortzina Vogli (Access)
Audiovisual consultant: Panagiotis Karioris (“Athena” Research
   and Innovation Center)
Lighting: Yannis Malatantis 
Exhibition labelling: Dora Pikioni
Digital printing and mounting of photographs: Dimitris Sdralis, Nikos Sdralis
Transport and installation of works: Move Art
Insurance of works: Lloyd’s – G. Karavias & Associates Ltd.
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ICRI 2014 Committees
   
Program Committee
 Ana Arana Antelo, Head of Unit, DG RTD, European Commission - Chair

 Peter Fletcher, Chair of GSO

 Kostas Glinos, HoU, DG CNECT

 Anni Hellman, Deputy HoU, DG CNECT

 Sverker Holmgren, e-IRG Chair

 Yannis Ioannidis, President & General Director, “Athena” Research & Innovation Center, Greece

 Karen Johnstone-Hobbs, Canada Mission to the European Union

 Leonidas Karapiperis, DG RTD, International Cooperation

 Bruce McCallum, New Zealand Mission to the European Union

 Clare McLaughlin, Australian Mission to the European Union

 Frederic Sgard, OECD

 Elena Righi Steele, DG RTD, Research Infrastructures

 Daan du Toit, South African Mission to the European Union
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ICRI 2014 Committees 

Organising Committee
 Yannis Ioannidis, President & General Director, “Athena” Research & Innovation Center, Greece - Chair

 Janine Delahaut, DG RTD, Research Infrastructures

 Dora Farmaki, GSRT, Greece

 Vicky Fenton, DG RTD, Research Infrastructures

 Anna Maria Johansson, DG RTD, Research Infrastructures

 Fotis Karagiannis, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Eleni Loverdou, GSRT, Greece

 Anastasios Patrikakos, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Valadis Prachalias, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Eleni Sotiropoulou, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Sonia Spasova, DG CNECT

 Penelope Spilioti, GSRT, Greece

Communication Committee
 Konstantinos Apergis, GSRT, Greece - Chair

 Ruiz Carrillo de Albornoz Salvado, DG RTD

 Janine Delahaut, DG RTD, Research Infrastructures

 Fotis Karagiannis, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Anastasios Patrikakos, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Valadis Prachalias, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Eleni Sotiropoulou, “Athena” RIC, Greece

 Sonia Spasova, DG CNECT

 Ifigeneia Stamelou, GSRT, Greece
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Third EU - Australia Workshop on Research Infrastructures
Building on the success of previous workshops, the Australian Government Department of 
Education and the European Commission collaborated again by holding the 3rd European 
Union-Australia workshop on Research Infrastructures on 5-6 November 2013, Canberra.
More than 60 participants attended the two-day event on 5 and 6 November, which
comprised plenary presentations and focused breakout sessions to discuss healthy ageing, 
clean energy and sustainable cities.

Participants travelled to Melbourne at the conclusion of the Canberra workshop to attend a 
further one-day meeting on the topic of big data. This was followed by technical site visits to 
the Australian Synchrotron, the Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication and the New Horizons 
Centre at Monash University.

Precursor Event
   

Satellite Events
   

Training on Data Services: EUDAT with support of CHAIN-REDS.
Wednesday,2 April 2014, 08:30-14:00.

iMarine workshop on “An Ecosystem Approach to Marine and Fishery Data Management”.
Friday, 4 April 2014, 11:00-16:00, MC 3.4 Hall.

3rd ERF-AISBL General Assembly. (closed event)
Friday, 4 April, 2014, 13:00-17:00, 

“Strategic Pipeline Planning: From Sample Preparation to 3D Structure Determination with  Bio SAXS & 
other Biophysical Techniques”.
5-10 April 2014, National Hellenic Research Foundation, Athens.

“DARIAH-GR: Digital Research Infrastructures for the Arts and Humanities”.
7-8 April 2014,  Academy of Athens.








